Dear user

Thank you for choosing the Redragon brand. To protect your rights and for better customer service, we ask that you note our warranty rules.

1. Within 18 months of purchase date, repair or replacement is guaranteed for failure due to electrical circuit problems. Man-made damages, such as disassembly, hard impacts, submersion into water, plugging into improper current or voltage, and damage caused by natural disasters such as fire, flood, or earthquake are not included.

2. Consumable parts (such as mouse feet) and spare parts replacement are not included in our warranty.

Software Instructions

User can adjust the following settings through the software after downloading and installing it.

1. Adjust the DPI of the mouse at the user's discretion. Speed (range: 400-3200 DPI).

2. Macros: Record up to 59 actions and trigger with one key.

3. Continuous keystroke function: Set the number of clicks and delay time.

4. Customize 5 mouse buttons.

5. Set 5 different user modes and switch between them with the button on the bottom of the mouse.

FAQ

1. If the mouse is not responding, please check whether the mouse is plugged correctly in the corresponding computer USB port, or try another USB port.

2. If the mouse is moving slowly, jumping, or delaying, please try another surface. Surfaces that are dark, dirty, not flat, or bright may affect the performance of the mouse. Use of a mouse pad is strongly recommended.
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